On The Prowl: The Research Review
We are excited to share with you our inaugural edition of the UWM Research Foundation's
monthly newsletter featuring the latest updates on the innovations of UW- Milwaukee
researchers. We will be featuring updates from our startups, licensees, inventors, and other
exciting news and events.
If you wish to be removed from this email list, please use the link at the bottom of this
email.

2021 Bradley Catalyst Seed Grant Winners
UWM Research Foundation Completes
Fourteenth Cycle of Catalyst Grant Awards
The UWM Research Foundation recently
completed awarding Catalyst Grants to three
projects.
Now in its fourteenth year, the Catalyst Grant
Program has awarded over $5.5 million dollars in
seed funding for 101 projects. These projects
have led to 55 issued patents, 31 license/option
agreements, and more than $23.4 million in follow
on investments in UWM technologies.
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Read more...

Breaking Innovator News
UWM Innovator and therapeutics startup founder
named director of the Milwaukee Institute of Drug
Discovery at UWM
Alexander “Leggy” Arnold, a professor of chemistry
and biochemistry at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, and UWMRF inventor, has been named

director of the Milwaukee Institute for Drug Discovery
(MIDD) at UWM. Dr. Arnold has contributed to 10
inventions over the last dozen years, 6 of which have
been licensed or are under negotiation, and 10
patents/pending applications. He co-founded
Pantherics Incorporated, a startup focused on asthma
and inflammation therapeutics with Dr. Doug Stafford
who served as MIDD director for the past 10 years.
Read More...
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RoddyMedical Inc. Raises $600K In Seed
Round
RoddyMedical, Inc. announced the closing of its
$600,000 series seed investment round and
partnership with the Winnebago Seed Fund, and
the Winnow Fund, two of Wisconsin’s Badger
Fund of Fund venture capital firms. The seed
round will finance the manufacturing and product
launch of the firm’s wearable Medical Device, the
SecureMove‐TLC™.
Read More...
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Events and Deadlines

Healthcare Startups- What you need to
know
UWM ENGAGE Event

Milwaukee I-Corps Program - Now
Accepting Applicants for Fall 2021
More information and apply here

September 16 | 12:00 - 1:00M | Zoom
RSVP: Sarah@uwmrf.org
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